
Decoline
Unique opportunities 
with design in focus

Air diffusers for any 
environment
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Pictured: CDR in brushed metal

Swegon now makes it possible to combine 
an excellent indoor climate with colour 
and form. Choose a pattern and let the 
diffuser stand out or blend in.
Stone, wood, carbon fibre or metal?   
With Decoline anything is possible!

LET THE AIR HARMONISE 
WITH THE SURROUNDINGS

Dev
elo

ped, designed and m
ade

in

SWEDEN

A good product can always be improved
In order to deliver high-quality products, our aim is not to be satisfied, but 
to constantly improve our products. With our own R&D centre for airborne  
products, we ensure that our development truly produces a result.

Our objective is to be the leading company in our industry, also in terms of 
environmentally friendly operations and products. As a product that does not 
maintain a high quality is rarely a product that is good for the environment. 
That’s why the whole of our business is both environment and quality certified.
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Birch W007A

Carbon fibre C043A

Oak Black 966

Marble Black 283B

Colours and patterns may differ from those on the product.

Each environment is a unique combination of style, colour and material. With  
Decoline the appearance that is right for environment in which the air diffusers will 
be installed is chosen. Wood for a vivid impression, stone and leather for exclusivity. 

Should the air diffusers be accentuated or concealed? With Decoline there are many 
patterns to choose between. 12 samples are shown below, but there are more avail-
able on request. So there’s something to suit most environments!

CDR
Circular ceiling air diffuser
Illustrated in brushed metal

KITE Ceiling
Square ceiling diffuser
Illustrated in white marble

CIRCO
Sound attenuating transfer unit
Illustrated in brown leather

ORTO
Sound attenuating transfer unit
Illustrated in carbon fibre

Brushed metal 392 Brown leather 714

Leopard D255A

Granite Galaxy Black 662Oak Natural 502A

Marble White 352Limestone 212 Walnut 595A

DECOLINE - AIR DIFFUSERS FOR ANY ENVIRONMENT
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STAND OUT
Let the air diffuser harmonise with the interior in a stylish and discreet way.
Pictured: CIRCO in black oak

BLEND IN
Accentuate the indoor climate solution or make it a unique furnishing element. 
Pictured: KITE Ceiling in walnut
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